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Abstract

This paper discusses SCoLE, a scalable system to esti-
mate Internet latencies. SCoLE is based on GNP, which
models Internet latencies in an � -dimensional Euclidean
space. In contrast to GNP and other GNP-based systems,
however, SCoLE does not employ any global space whose
parameters must typically be negotiated by the participating
hosts. Instead, it allows each host to construct its “private”
space and model inter-host latencies in that space. The pri-
vate space parameters as well as the modeling algorithm
can be adjusted on a per-host basis, which improves sys-
tem flexibility. More importantly, the mutual independence
of private spaces results in higher SCoLE scalability, which
is bound neither by the global negotiation of space param-
eters nor by global knowledge of any kind. We show that
latency estimates performed in different private spaces are
highly correlated. This allows SCoLE to be used in large-
scale applications where consistent latency estimates need
to be performed simultaneously by many independent hosts.

1 Introduction

Contemporary distributed systems often need to know
latencies between their member hosts. Given latency infor-
mation, a system is able to construct efficient data dissemi-
nation trees, select optimal locations for its various services,
or redirect clients to a service instance close to them.

Latency discovery becomes difficult in systems that span
a wide-area network or contain many hosts. Measuring la-
tencies between each possible pair of hosts is infeasible.
Such a “greedy” measurement forces all the hosts to probe
each other to collect the latency information. This is clearly
impossible in systems connecting millions of hosts, such as
peer-to-peer applications.

A promising approach to the latency estimation problem
has been presented in GNP, which models Internet latencies

in an � -dimensional geometric space [10]. GNP first se-
lects a set of ����� global reference hosts, called landmarks.
Then, it measures latencies between each pair of them and
assigns coordinates to the landmarks based on these laten-
cies. Provided with the landmark coordinates, any host can
compute its own coordinates based on its latencies to each
of the landmarks. Given any two hosts, GNP approximates
their latency with the Euclidean distance between their cor-
responding coordinates in the � -dimensional space. As-
suming that � is the number of hosts in the system, this
approach requires only �
	������� measurements, instead of
�
	������ for the brute-force approach. A typical value for �
is 6. Note that the idea of GNP can be implemented with
many different positioning algorithms using various meth-
ods to determine host coordinates.

GNP requires that all hosts use the same global system
parameters, such as the space dimension, the landmark set,
and the positioning algorithm. However, in large-scale ap-
plications such as peer-to-peer systems, latencies often need
to be estimated by many hosts. Selecting an appropriate
set of system parameters that meets the needs of every host
may become hard, since different hosts have different lo-
cal resources, network connections, and expectations with
respect to the estimation accuracy. These differences may
require that each host uses a different set of space param-
eters (dimensions, landmark set), as well as other parame-
ters such as the frequency at which latencies should be re-
measured and hosts re-positioned.

This paper discusses SCoLE, a positioning system that
allows each host to select its own parameters for the posi-
tioning process. In SCoLE, each host chooses its preferred
space parameters, constructs its own “private” space, and
positions other hosts in that space. We show that SCoLE re-
spects application correctness: even though multiple mem-
bers of a given application may derive their estimations
from private spaces with different parameters, the estimated
latencies are highly correlated among all spaces. This al-
lows applications to ignore the fact that estimations are
made autonomously at different locations, and consider the



set of independent SCoLE instances as a single latency pre-
diction service. Moreover, decentralization improves scal-
ability, as it eliminates the need for global negotiation of
parameters and for global knowledge of these parameters.
Independent per-host latency estimation and complete de-
centralization are unique features of SCoLE that are not
provided by any existing system.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses relevant research efforts. Section 3 presents the
concept of our decentralized positioning scheme. For the
sake of clarity, this section discusses the scheme in its most
elementary form, which is then evaluated in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 shows how the elementary positioning scheme can be
optimized for efficient implementation in a real-world sys-
tem. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Background

2.1 GNP

The idea of modeling the Internet as an � -dimensional
space has been introduced in GNP [10]. GNP approximates
the latency between any pair of hosts as the Euclidean dis-
tance between their corresponding � -dimensional coordi-
nates.

GNP relies on the assumption that latencies can be tri-
angulated in the Internet. The coordinates of any host �
are computed based on the measured latencies between �
and � “landmark” hosts, whose coordinates have been com-
puted earlier. By treating these latencies as distances, GNP
triangulates the coordinates of � . The number of land-
marks � must be at least � � � to ensure unambiguous
positioning in an � -dimensional space.

GNP works in two phases. In the first phase, the coordi-
nates of the “landmark” hosts are computed. In the second
phase, in turn, any host may determine its own coordinates
based on its measured latencies to all the landmarks.

Landmarks are positioned as follows. First, they mea-
sure their latencies to each other, and report these � 	���� ���
latencies to a selected host. That host calculates all the
landmark coordinates so that the measured latency between
any pair of the landmarks is equal to the Euclidean dis-
tance between their coordinates. In an ideal case, all mea-
sured distances would form a consistent set that fits in a
� -dimensional space. We could then position the first land-
mark anywhere in this space, and subsequently position the
other landmarks, one by one, based on their distances to the
landmarks positioned so far. For example, in Figure 1, a
set of three landmarks has been placed in a 2-dimensional
Euclidean space (in fact, only relative coordinates of land-
marks are important, as the L1-L2-L3 triangle can be arbi-
trarily translated or rotated; this leads to an infinite number
of correct sets of absolute landmark coordinates).
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Figure 1. GNP Landmark Positioning

However, since the Internet is not a perfect � -
dimensional space, the � 	���� ��� latencies between hosts
seldom match exactly their corresponding distances among� points in an � -dimensional space, whatever the mapping
between the hosts and the points. In other words, measured
latencies are usually not consistent enough with each other
to directly treat them as distances in an � -dimensional
space for any � . GNP addresses this issue by searching
the set of landmark coordinates that minimizes the total dis-
crepancy TD between the measured latencies and the cor-
responding Euclidean distances. The total discrepancy is
measured using the following function:

TD 	��	��
�����
���� ��� ����� �
��������� 	���� ���"!#
$�"%� � � ! �

where �&� ���"! and �"%� �'�"! respectively denote the measured
latency between hosts � � and � � and the corresponding Eu-
clidean distance, and � 	(� � denotes a classical error function:

� 	���� ���"!#
$�"%� �'�"! ���*)����+�'�"!	�,�"%� �'� !.- �
In this way, GNP reduces the problem of landmark coor-
dinate determination to finding the coordinates of � land-
marks that minimize the function /10 . GNP solves this
multi-variable minimization problem by means of the pop-
ular Simplex-downhill algorithm [9].

Once the landmark coordinates are known, any host may
determine its own coordinates by simply measuring its la-
tency to each of the � landmarks. Similar to the landmark
positioning problem, this operation would be trivial in an
ideal case, in which latency measurements are infinitely ac-
curate and always adhere to triangulation, so the set of �
distances precisely determines the only possible host coor-
dinates. However, since this assumption is generally wrong,
GNP again employs the Simplex-downhill algorithm to ap-
proximate the host coordinates. The only difference is that
it minimizes the sum of � errors this time to determine the
coordinates of only one host H (see Figure 2):

2 	�3 �4� ���65 � � 	��&7�� ��
$�"%7�� � �
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Figure 2. GNP Host Positioning

where � 	(� � denotes the same error function as in the land-
mark positioning. The GNP authors show that, in 90% of
cases, the latency estimations derived from their system are
within a relative error ratio of 0.53 compared to the real la-
tency.

2.2 GNP Variants

A number of variants to the original GNP idea have been
proposed. In general, they can be classified into two groups:
either they optimize the selection of landmarks, or they in-
troduce different positioning schemes.

The first group focuses on improving the landmark
choice. The Lighthouses project has shown that hosts can be
accurately positioned relative to any previously positioned
hosts (acting as “local” landmarks), which eliminates the
need for contacting the original landmarks each time a host
is positioned [11]. Following the idea, PIC suggested that at
least some of the local landmarks should be located close to
the positioned host to improve the positioning accuracy [3].
However, using local landmarks does not eliminate the need
for a global agreement on the space dimension, a set of
global landmarks, and the positioning algorithm.

Some research efforts in the second group replace the
Simplex-downhill computation with simpler optimization
schemes [8, 15]. Others take a completely different ap-
proach and position all hosts simultaneously as a result of a
global optimization process [4, 14, 16]. In this case, there
is no need to choose landmarks, since every host is in fact
considered to be a landmark. Such a global approach is gen-
erally faster than its iterative counterpart, which positions
hosts one by one. The authors claim that it leads to better
accuracy. However, because it operates on all the latencies
simultaneously, it can potentially have to be re-run every
time new latency measurements are available. Such a re-
run is likely to be computationally expensive in large-scale
systems, where the number of performed latency measure-
ments is high.

3 SCoLE

3.1 Private Spaces

In a large-scale distributed system, different hosts may
have different requirements with respect to the estimation
accuracy, the validity period of computed coordinates, or
even the choice of hosts that should be used for performing
latency measurements because of their reputation, availabil-
ity, etc. These varying preferences are impossible to accom-
modate in a large-scale distributed system where all hosts
use the same global space parameters.

A crucial observation is that in most cases we are inter-
ested only in estimated latencies rather than in host coor-
dinates themselves. We conclude that it is not necessary
that all hosts agree on a global space definition. Instead, we
propose that each host interested in latency estimation runs
an independent instance of the positioning process. It con-
structs its own private geometric space based on local pref-
erences, triggers latency measurements, and positions other
hosts in its private space. Note that, unlike GNP, positioned
hosts are no longer supposed to compute their coordinates
themselves and then propagate them to other hosts. In our
approach, coordinates are only considered to be intermedi-
ate data and do not need to be transferred between hosts.

To position a “target” host, a “drafter” host must measure
the latencies between the target and a number of “helper”
hosts. Helpers are hosts that agree to measure their latencies
to given targets upon request from the drafter. The num-
ber and choice of helpers are autonomous decisions of each
drafter. Note that the distinction between drafter, helper,
and target hosts only refers to their roles in a single instance
of the positioning process. A given host may at the same
time be the drafter of its own space, a helper to some other
drafters, and a target for yet other drafters.

Based on measurements provided by helpers, each
drafter can construct its own private geometric space.
Helpers are natural candidates to become landmarks in this
space, as they inform the drafter about their latencies to the
targets. To assign landmark coordinates, each drafter in-
structs its helpers to measure and report latencies among
each other. After a drafter has assigned the landmark co-
ordinates, it can position targets in its private space based
on the latencies between the landmarks and the targets. It
may also decide to re-position them some time later, if it no-
tices that their coordinates are no longer accurate. In both
cases, the drafter is the only one to decide whether and how
(re)positioning should take place. This decision depends
solely on the drafter configuration and can be taken inde-
pendently from other drafters and from the targets them-
selves.

A possible scheme for positioning new nodes is depicted
in Figure 3. A new target to be positioned is discovered, for
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Figure 3. The Architecture of SCoLE

example, when it opens some application-level connection
to the drafter (1). The drafter then triggers latency measure-
ments between its helpers and the target (2). For example, it
can directly request each helper to perform an active latency
measurement to the target. Alternatively, it can instruct the
target to contact each of the helpers, thus indirectly asking
the latter to perform passive latency measurements. Finally,
the helpers report measurement results back to the drafter,
which uses them to determine the target coordinates inside
its private space (3).

The above positioning scheme can be inefficient with
several respects. For example, targets that contact multiple
drafters will be positioned by each drafter independently,
which leads to redundant latency measurements. Also, even
though the latencies to co-located targets are likely to be
similar, they will be measured independently, again lead-
ing to redundant measurements. We address these issues
in Section 5, when discussing various practical aspects of a
SCoLE implementation. To simplify the discussion, how-
ever, we will first consider the positioning scheme in its
most elementary form.

3.2 Discussion

By allowing each drafter to independently construct its
private geometric space and to position targets in that space,
we enable each drafter to adjust the latency estimation pro-
cess to its own requirements. Adjustments may include the
selection of a space dimension, a positioning algorithm, and
a set of helpers.

Another consequence of using private spaces is complete
decentralization. SCoLE eliminates the need for global
agreement and configuration, since there is no single config-
uration aspect on which all the hosts must agree or to which
they must obey. Although running individual instances of
SCoLE requires that helpers cooperate with their drafters,
these cooperating groups are small and independent from
each other. This property of SCoLE makes it particularly
suitable for large-scale distributed systems, where neither
global knowledge nor coordination is possible.

Positioning hosts in private spaces poses a difficulty
when drafters need to send host coordinates to each other.
Such coordinate transfers can be useful in certain situa-
tions, for example to request information about hosts lo-
cated within a certain radius from a given location. We ad-
dress this problem by representing a target’s location not as
a set of absolute coordinates, but as a set of latencies be-
tween that target and a (potentially large) number of refer-
ence hosts. Provided that the receiver has already positioned
a significant subset of the reference hosts, it will be able to
derive the coordinates of the transferred location within its
own private space. Because the selection of the reference
hosts can be negotiated, and because the latencies can be in
fact latency estimates, any two drafters are still able to pass
coordinates to each other.

4 Evaluation

SCoLE allows drafters to estimate latencies indepen-
dently from each other. However, if multiple drafters jointly
run the same application, it is desirable that latencies esti-
mated by different drafters are highly correlated. For exam-
ple, if an application requires each drafter to build a min-
imal host-spanning tree based on latency estimations, then
estimation inconsistencies can result in each drafter build-
ing a different tree, which can lead to a malfunctioning ap-
plication. On the other hand, if the correlation coefficient is
high, then the application may rely on local estimations, and
consider the rare cases when estimations are inconsistent as
exceptions.

In this section, we show that latencies estimated in dif-
ferent private spaces are consistent with each other. We start
with describing the datasets we use in our experiments, and
discussing our experience with selecting the most appropri-
ate space dimension. Then, we evaluate the correlation of
spaces using the same positioning algorithm. Finally, we
investigate the impact of using different positioning algo-
rithms on estimation accuracy, and measure the correlation
of spaces using different positioning algorithms.

4.1 Dataset Description

We evaluate SCoLE on three independent datasets, each
containing a snapshot of latencies measured among a set
of machines in the Internet. The first dataset was collected
on June 25, 2003, using King [6]. This tool allows to esti-
mate latencies between any pair of DNS servers, provided
that they support recursive DNS queries. We chose 100
DNS servers such that they were diversified in terms of both
geographical location and IP address prefix. In particular,
each of them belonged to a different Autonomous System.
We measured the latencies between each pair of the DNS



servers. As it turned out, 37 of them did not support recur-
sive DNS queries, which left us with a snapshot of latencies
among the remaining 63 DNS servers. Note that fair distri-
bution of the DNS servers over the entire Internet may result
in an abnormally low occurrence of short latencies.

The second dataset was collected on October 1, 2003,
using the RIPE-NCC’s Test-Traffic Measurements Ser-
vice [5]. The service infrastructure consists of a number
of probing hosts deployed on the backbones of Internet Ser-
vice Providers. We selected 40 of the probing hosts such
that the round-trip time between any pair of them was at
least 1 millisecond. The resulting set contained 33 probing
hosts in Europe, 5 in the USA, 1 in Asia, and 1 in Australia.
Since most of the probing hosts are located in the same con-
tinent, this trace may be biased toward short latencies.

The third dataset was collected on November 19, 2003
on 60 PlanetLab nodes [1]. PlanetLab is a distributed in-
frastructure of Linux hosts deployed in academic and re-
search institutions. The hosts we used were located mainly
in the USA (46), but also in Europe (7), Asia (5), Aus-
tralia (1), and South America (1). We measured round-trip
times between each pair of hosts using the SYN/ACK-ACK
method [2]. This method evaluates the RTT between two
hosts by opening a TCP connection between them. The
RTT is measured by the server host during the TCP hand-
shake as the delay between sending the SYN/ACK packet
and receiving the corresponding ACK packet.

4.2 Space Dimension vs. Estimation Accuracy

Before evaluating SCoLE itself, we address the question:
which space dimension offers the most accurate latency es-
timations? The answer to this question is the base for our
further experiments.

For each space dimension � , we randomly select � �
� hosts to act as landmarks and use the Simplex-downhill
method to compute the landmark coordinates. We position
the remaining hosts relative to these landmarks using only
the measured latencies between the positioned hosts and the
landmarks. Note that this positioning process does not use
any of the measured target-to-target latencies.

For each pair of targets, we compare the estimated la-
tency between them to the measured one. We calculate rel-
ative errors � 	(� � for latencies between all pairs of hosts sim-
ilar to GNP [10]:

� 	������1
�� %��� ��� ���
�����	�
 � ��	 ����� � ��	�� � ���	�� ���

where � ��� and �"%��� respectively denote the measured and
estimated latencies between hosts � and � . The smaller the
value of � , the more accurate the estimation. We performed
this experiment repeatedly 1000 times for each value of �
between 2 and 12.

The aggregated results are depicted in Figure 4. Fig-
ure 4a presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of relative errors, whereas Figure 4d shows the percentage
of all estimations for which � ���

, for
�

equal to 0.25,
0.5, and 1.0, all for the King dataset. The Figures 4b, 4e
and 4c, 4f present the corresponding results for the RIPE
and PlanetLab datasets, respectively.

In all datasets, the accuracy increases between dimen-
sions 2 and 6, then remains stable between dimensions 6
and 9, to finally decrease between dimensions 9 and 12.
These results confirm the findings from [15]. Note that
other researchers observed accuracy convergence for di-
mensions 12 and higher [3]. However, since in our experi-
ments dimension 6 is the lowest to give the best results, we
decided to use it in all further experiments.

4.3 Helper Selection vs. Space Correlation

SCoLE allows different drafters to construct their private
spaces independently based on different sets of measure-
ments. In this experiment, we investigate to what extent the
latency estimations derived from different private spaces are
consistent with each other. To do this, we create two private
spaces based on disjoint sets of landmarks. All other hosts
are positioned relative to the landmarks. For each pair of
hosts, we compare the two latencies estimated within the
two private spaces.

Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c plot the latencies estimated within
two private spaces chosen at random and constructed from
the King, RIPE, and PlanetLab datasets, respectively. Each
point 	�� 
�� � corresponds to the latencies � and � estimated
in the two private spaces for the same pair of hosts. As can
be observed, most points are close to the ideal line � ��� .

However, the correlation of two private spaces obviously
depends on the choice of these spaces. To obtain more
meaningful results, we calculated a correlation coefficient "!$#&%

for each possible pair of 100 random spaces. As it
turned out, there were pairs of spaces for which

 '!$#&%
was

close to 0. Detailed analysis of these pairs revealed that
they contained at least one space based on a landmark set
with high total discrepancy TD. Since using such self-
inconsistent landmark sets degrades the space correlation,
we decided to eliminate them by restricting the maximum
TD of landmark sets that can be used as bases for private
spaces. In a real-life system, landmark sets producing self-
inconsistent spaces can be easily identified, in which case a
system should choose a different landmark set instead.

Figures 5d, 5e, and 5f depict the cumulative distribu-
tions of correlation coefficients for TD "(�) equal to 0.5 and* calculated for the King, RIPE, and PlanetLab datasets,
respectively. For each TD +(,) , we used the same set of
100 random spaces, but we filtered out spaces where TD -
TD +(,) . Then, we calculated correlation coefficients for all
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Figure 4. Space Dimension vs. Accuracy: Error Distribution for 1000 Random SCoLE Spaces

Maximum TD � 3 2 1 0.5 0.25 0.1

King Eliminated spaces (%) 0 3 4 10 21 39 72
Average

�������
0.85 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92

RIPE Eliminated spaces (%) 0 2 3 6 14 27 57
Average

� �����
0.93 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96

PlanetLab Eliminated spaces (%) 0 1 1 2 5 14 35
Average

�������
0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95

Table 1. Improving Space Correlation by Restricting the TD Value

pairs of the remaining spaces. The statistics for this ex-
periment are presented in Table 1, which also includes re-
sults for TD +(,) equal to 3, 2, 1, 0.25, and 0.1. As can
be observed, using TD +(,) �	�+� 
 eliminates 5% to 21% of
pairs (depending on the dataset), but leads to average

 !$#�%
of at least 0.9. Interestingly, although limiting TD seems
to be important for inter-space correlation, it only slightly
improves the estimation accuracy in general. We plan to
investigate this phenomenon in the future.

4.4 Algorithm Selection vs. Estimation Accuracy

In SCoLE, each drafter positions its targets based on
the measured latencies between the targets and its chosen
helpers. In addition, latencies must also be measured be-
tween each pair of helpers to assign coordinates to each
helper in the space construction phase. Still, however, the
latency estimations are derived only from a small subset of
all potential measurements that could (theoretically) be per-

formed for each pair of hosts in the system. An interesting
question is whether and to what extent the latency estima-
tions would improve if each drafter measured the latencies
between each target pair, and then positioned all the targets
based on a full set of measurements between them, using
some global optimization algorithm. In other words, we
compare the accuracy of SCoLE to the theoretical best ac-
curacy among latency estimation techniques based on host
positioning.

To calculate the maximal accuracy, we applied the global
optimization scheme proposed by Vivaldi [4] to each of our
datasets, every time using all the latencies they contain.
Then, we compared the thus-obtained optimal accuracy to
that of pure SCoLE evaluated in the previous experiment.

The accuracy comparison is presented in Figure 6 (lines
labeled “Pure SCoLE” and “SCoLE/Vivaldi Full”). As
can be observed, running SCoLE/Vivaldi Full on the King
dataset did not result in any improvement compared to the
results obtained with Pure SCoLE. On the other hand, the
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Figure 5. Helper Selection vs. Correlation: 2 Independent Spaces and 1000-space Pair CDFs
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Figure 6. Algorithm Selection vs. Accuracy: Error Distribution

accuracy increased for the other two datasets. Interestingly,
the improvement was clearly higher for the RIPE dataset
than for that collected on PlanetLab. Since Pure SCoLE
and SCoLE/Vivaldi Full produce similar (relative) host co-
ordinates (as we show in Section 4.5), we believe that the
difference in estimation accuracy is caused by slight differ-
ences between relative coordinates themselves. These dif-
ferences have almost no impact on the estimation of long
latencies constituting the main part of the King dataset, but
they do affect the estimations of short latencies enclosed
in the RIPE dataset. This phenomenon also explains why
the diversity of latencies in the PlanetLab dataset causes
SCoLE/Vivaldi Full to only moderately improve the esti-
mation accuracy.

Because collecting a full set of latencies is usually not
possible, a question arises how good would the global op-

timization approach perform on a minimal data subset re-
quired by Pure SCoLE. Such a minimal subset consists of
all latencies between each of � � � helpers and all the other
hosts. To answer this question, we applied Vivaldi to 100
minimal data subsets, each including a random selection of
helpers.

The results are presented in Figure 6 (lines labeled “Pure
SCoLE” and “SCoLE/Vivaldi Min”). For all three datasets,
SCoLE/Vivaldi Min performed worse than Pure SCoLE.
This is not surprising, as the nature of Vivaldi assumes fair
distribution of measurements across all the hosts, and not
their concentration on a small number of helpers.

Since SCoLE/Vivaldi Min performed worse than Pure
SCoLE, we wondered how many helpers are necessary for a
drafter running Vivaldi to achieve the same performance as
drafters using the Pure SCoLE scheme. In order to find out,



we again applied Vivaldi to 100 random data subsets. This
time, however, instead of containing the minimal number of
��� � helpers, they included from 20% to 100% of the hosts
as helpers.

The aggregated results for this experiment are shown
in Figure 6. Except for the King dataset, the accuracy of
SCoLE/Vivaldi is similar to that of Pure SCoLE, if the num-
ber of helpers included in a data subset is about 30%. This
result could not be observed for the King dataset, as it did
not outperform Pure SCoLE even when the entire dataset
was used. We conclude that to benefit from running Vi-
valdi, a drafter would have to use more hosts as its helpers.
Although it is unlikely for a drafter to have a large number
of helpers, there are methods of obtaining measurements
from non-helper hosts, as we discuss in Section 5. Also,
note that the accuracy achieved by Pure SCoLE using min-
imal datasets is not much worse than the theoretical opti-
mum achieved by SCoLE/Vivaldi Full. This indicates that
gathering more data than really necessary may turn out be
expensive compared to the expected gain in estimation ac-
curacy.

4.5 Algorithm Selection vs. Space Correlation

Except for choosing its own landmark set, each host in
SCoLE can decide on which positioning algorithm to use.
In this section, we discuss how this decision affects the cor-
relation of latency estimations by comparing the estimations
made by hosts that use different positioning algorithms.

We applied both SCoLE/Vivaldi and Pure SCoLE to
100 random data subsets of each of our datasets. We en-
sured that both achieve similar accuracy by using mini-
mal data subsets for Pure SCoLE, and 30% data subsets
for SCoLE/Vivaldi (see Section 4.4). Then, we calculated
the correlation coefficients for all space pairs, where one is
made with Pure SCoLE, and the other with SCoLE/Vivaldi
30%.

The results are presented in Figure 7. In all datasets,
the spaces generated by Pure SCoLE are highly corre-
lated with these generated by SCoLE/Vivaldi 30%. How-
ever, since there is some difference in accuracy achieved by
SCoLE/Vivaldi 30% and SCoLE/Vivaldi Full, we decided
to compare the correlation of Pure SCoLE spaces against
the latter as well.

The results are presented in Figure 8. Also in this
case, estimations made by Pure SCoLE using minimal data
subsets are highly correlated with the theoretical optimum
achieved by SCoLE/Vivaldi Full.

These three experiments prove that, even if drafters use
different algorithms to construct their private spaces, their
latency estimates remain consistent. Moreover, the esti-
mates are also consistent with the theoretical optimum. This
property allows drafters to perform their estimations inde-

pendently, even if they jointly run some distributed applica-
tion that requires consistent estimates to operate correctly.

5 Practical Issues

In this section, we discuss how the elementary scheme
proposed in Section 3 can be improved to allow a real-world
system implementation.

5.1 Latency Measurements

The only non-local operations in SCoLE are latency
measurements. Although there are many methods how they
can be performed, some of these methods are more attrac-
tive than the others. In a large-scale system, it is often desir-
able that no additional traffic is generated while the laten-
cies are being measured. This goal is achieved by passive
schemes, which merely monitor the traffic that already ex-
ists in the system, and measure latencies as a side effect of
that traffic.

An example of a passive scheme is the SYN/ACK-ACK
method, proposed in Webmapper [2]. This method allows
a (server) host to measure its latency to any other (client)
host, provided that the client opens a TCP connection to the
server. The round-trip time between two hosts is measured
by the server during the three-way handshake as the delay
between sending the SYN/ACK packet and receiving the
corresponding ACK.

The SYN/ACK-ACK method is particularly attractive
for SCoLE, because it requires that the measuring software
is deployed only on helpers, and not on targets. The only re-
quirement is that drafters can make their targets open TCP
connections to the helpers. This can be easily achieved at
the application level. For example, in a Content Delivery
Network (CDN), a (drafter) Web server can make its (target)
Web client open HTTP connections to several other (helper)
Web servers by embedding a special list of object references
in the returned Web documents. The drafter may want to en-
sure that each referenced object (i) is located at a different
helper, (ii) is small (to avoid communication overhead), and
(iii) does not affect the appearance of the Web document in
which it is embedded. An example of such an object is a
transparent 1x1-pixel image. Since, by default, Web clients
follow all the embedded object references, the target will
open HTTP connections to all the helpers, thus allowing
each helper to measure the latency using the SYN/ACK-
ACK method.

We have implemented a prototype of SCoLE based on
the SYN/ACK-ACK method. The drafter is a simple C pro-
gram that monitors the state of its helpers and maintains a
file containing a list of HTML references to transparent 1x1-
pixel GIF images served by the alive helpers. The reference
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Figure 8. The Correlation between Pure SCoLE Spaces and the SCoLE/Vivaldi Full Space

list is dynamically included in selected Web pages of our de-
partmental Web server. As a consequence, all Web clients
retrieving these pages also retrieve small GIF images from
the helpers alive at the moment. This allows the helpers to
passively measure their latencies to the Web clients. Also,
to discover the latencies between the helpers, the drafter pe-
riodically instructs each helper to act as a Web client and
download images from all the other helpers.

We deployed the prototype on our departmental Web
server, with helpers running on 14 PlanetLab nodes. During
7 weeks of continuous operation, the prototype collected a
set of latencies that suffice to position 11,405 Web clients.

5.2 Target Clustering

Even though latency measurements can be performed in-
expensively, their results still need to be stored and pro-
cessed by drafters. In a large-scale system, drafters may
need to position very large numbers of targets, which re-
quires large storage capacities. Moreover, even though co-
located targets are likely to have similar latencies to the
same helpers (and therefore similar coordinates), drafters
position these targets independently, which leads to redun-
dant latency measurements.

We propose to reduce the necessary storage capacity and
the number of measurements by grouping co-located targets

into clusters. Since the coordinates of clustered targets are
likely to be similar, drafters can position entire clusters at
once, instead of positioning each target independently.

An efficient clustering scheme is called “network-aware
clustering,” which forms clusters out of BGP prefixes [7].
Prefixes describe (sets of) networks in BGP, which is a rout-
ing protocol used for communication among different Au-
tonomous Systems [13]. The authors of the network-aware
clustering scheme claim that it clusters co-located hosts in
99.99% of cases.

We have implemented network-aware clustering and
evaluated its impact by analyzing the trace collected by our
SCoLE prototype. The original 11,405 unique IP addresses
were grouped into 3,760 BGP prefixes, which would reduce
the storage capacity and the number of measurements by a
factor of 3. We also investigated the impact of clustering on
a longer trace that contained 1,816,686 unique IP addresses
of the Web clients of our departmental Web server. In this
case, the IP addresses were grouped into 34,511 BGP pre-
fixes, which would reduce the required number of measure-
ments and storage capacity by a factor of 52.7.

5.3 Data Sharing

In a large-scale system, it is likely that some targets con-
tact more than one drafter during the application lifetime.



In this case, several drafters would be interested in latencies
to such targets. However, since in the elementary SCoLE
version drafters trigger their measurements independently
from each other, redundant measurements to these targets
may be performed. This overhead can be reduced by allow-
ing drafters to share the measurement data they collect.

There are several techniques enabling efficient data shar-
ing in large-scale systems, such as lazy dissemination and
publish-subscribe systems. In general, they ensure that the
data sent by one host are eventually propagated to other
hosts interested in the data. Note that both these properties
meet the SCoLE requirements, as it requires neither imme-
diate data propagation, nor the guarantees that all drafters
receive the data.

Allowing SCoLE drafters to share the measurement data
with each other eliminates redundant measurements. It
does not mean, however, that drafters lose the flexibility of
choosing which measurements they use to position their tar-
gets. Since the measurement results can be signed by the
helpers that produce them, each drafter can still identify the
measurement origin and decide whether it should be trusted
or not. Also, because drafters share only raw inter-host la-
tencies, and not host coordinates, each drafter can still run
its preferred positioning algorithm, just as if the received
latencies were measured by its own helpers.

6 Conclusion

We have presented SCoLE, a scalable cooperative la-
tency estimation system. SCoLE allows each participating
host to construct its “private” space and position other hosts
in that space. Given any two hosts, SCoLE estimates the la-
tency between them as the Euclidean distance between their
associated coordinates.

In SCoLE, the private space parameters as well as the
positioning algorithm can be adjusted on a per-host basis,
which improves system flexibility to an extent that could
not be achieved by previous systems using a single global
space. More importantly, since private spaces are mutually
independent, SCoLE is more scalable than its predecessors,
whose scalability is limited by the necessity of global nego-
tiation of space parameters and by the global knowledge of
these parameters.

We have shown that latency estimates performed in dif-
ferent private spaces are highly correlated with each other,
while providing reasonable estimation accuracy. Also, we
have addressed a number of practical issues that need to be
taken into account when implementing SCoLE in a real-
world system. We implemented and deployed SCoLE pro-
totype using 14 PlanetLab nodes as helpers, and calculated
the coordinates of 11,405 Web clients that accessed our de-
partmental Web server during the 7 weeks of continuous
prototype operation.

We plan to develop the prototype further and use it to
locate Web clients in Globule, a peer-to-peer Content De-
livery Network that our group is developing [12]. We be-
lieve that SCoLE will help us determine optimal replica lo-
cations, as well as efficiently select replicas on a per-client
basis.
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